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This thesis is intended to fulfill a major need and an itnpi riant
function at the present critical stage of regional export deve 1 ; >-«•: t .
The economies of the CARICOM region are all going through a crucial phns«
of adjustment after the oil shocks of the seventies and early
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the onset of global recession. These factors have led to serious balance of
payments and, hence, foreign exchange problems.
Survival for these small states of the English-speaking <.aribbea:
hinged on export-orientation.
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This entails moving away from traditional

exports which are gradually losing or, in some cases, have already .
their dynamism, and moving into areas that are bouyant.

This work attempts

to establish that the plastics industry, with its multiplicity <>f appliations, is one that can

provide such scope for export deve lop»«-:;t .

Section 1, takes a broad perspective of the plastics 1 ndut : v--1. »
origin, early development and growth.

It identifies the main kindn

plastics, processing techniques and some of the current devi l

f

•«

materials, technology and applications.
11

In Section 2, an indepth analysis is done of the international
market for plastics.

The structure of the industry is examined with

reference to such areas as cost, markets and the product cycle.

A review

is also made of the major industries that plastics have infiltrated-packaging, transport, construction etc.—highlighting current deve1opxenta
and projections for the future.
Section 3 reviews the origin, growth and development of the plu-.ti
industry in the CARICOM region, with special reference to Trinid.id
Tobago.
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Drawing on Section 2, it seeks to identify possible export .-it- lc.

and markets—both regional and extra regional.

Some thoughts are ex; rein

ed on the feasibility of a petro-chemical complex based on feed? tocks in*
Trinidad's oil industry and the kind of technological infrastructure tr-.at
will be required to efficiently operate same.
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